Recreational Benefits and Opportunities in Oklahoma State Parks

- Oklahoma State Parks offer countless opportunities for enjoying the outdoors. Well-equipped and maintained campgrounds meet the needs of today’s campers. A number of facilities have been renovated to better serve the requirements of all visitors. Many restroom facilities are accessible for the physically challenged. A number of paved, easy-to-walk nature trails allow visitors to explore the natural wonders of the parks.

- State parks provide memories that last a lifetime. Sunrises that bring light to pine-scented forests. Gentle lake breezes that cool a summer day. Boundless prairies bathed in the golden glow of an Oklahoma sunset. Visit a state park and immerse yourself in the sights and sounds of Oklahoma’s native beauty.

- Make new friends at a state park! Naturalist programs and nature center exhibits highlight many aspects of our state’s natural diversity and fascinating history.

- Through the state Park Partner program, park guests can also lend a hand during visits. Opportunities for volunteers include wildflower programs, filling bird-feeders and keeping nature trails litter-free. Park volunteers are special people whose efforts are most appreciated.
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Senior Program

State operated parks and lodges offer recreational-use facility discounts to those who are 62 years of age and older. The current discount rate is $2 per day. A driver’s license may be used to establish proof of age.

Opportunities for All

For the physically challenged guest, Oklahoma state parks have many facilities that are ADA accessible. These include: fishing and courtesy docks, comfort stations, showers, RV campsites, parking areas, swimming pools, nature viewing areas, paved nature trails, cabins and lodge rooms.

As stipulated by Oklahoma statute, discounted fees are offered to all totally disabled guests with no residency restrictions. Acceptable means of verification of total disability is currently limited to one of the following:

A) Medicare Card (for those under 65 years of age.)
B) Notice of Award Letter for disability from the Social Security Administration.
C) Hunting-Fishing Permit showing percentage of disability (100%) or total, signed by the Director of ODVA and/or a hunting or fishing license issued by Oklahoma Dept. of Wildlife Conservation for persons with permanent disability, regardless of age.
D) Other acceptable documentation includes an award letter of disability from sources such as Workers Comp., insurance or retirement boards showing total disability, a letter on physicians letterhead from a physician certifying the individual is totally disabled.
E) Oklahoma state law allows a sales tax exemption for veterans who have been certified as 100% disabled. The exemption card issued by the Oklahoma Tax Commission must be presented to receive this discount.

Discounts for Cabins and Lodge Rooms

A discount (currently 15%) may be given to senior and disabled visitors on the established nightly rate per cabin or lodge room Sunday-Thursday nights only, excluding holidays. Some restrictions may apply.

Campsites

Camping rates vary according to park amenities, season and location.

The senior discount is currently $2 off the daily published rate for designated standard RV and tent campsites. Utility fees are not discounted.

Total disability discount is currently 50% of the base rate for designated standard RV and tent campsites. Utility and premium campsite fees are not discounted.

Campsite rates include all state parks and are subject to change without notice.

RV site base rates
- Standard RV and tent site $14.00 per site

Utility Rates
- Water service $2.00
- Electrical service $6.00 (30 or 50-amp)
- Sewer service $3.00

Additional fees are added for secured/assigned areas and premium sites. Utility and premium campsite fees are not discounted.

Discounts are also offered on bicycle rentals, cave tours, swimming pool fees and other recreational features. Weekday discounts are offered to senior golfers for specific tee times.
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